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     Volatility is one of the normal phenomena of the stock price. The 
systematic research of the stock price volatility would benefit the control of 
Chinese stock market, it would also benefit the stabilization of the stock 
market. There are five chapters which discuss the cause of the stock price 
volatility in this paper. The first chapter defines the concept of the stock price 
volatility at first, then analyses its mechanism, at last, analyses the current 
condition of the stock price of Chinese stock market. The second chapter 
summarizes the research results of the application of the ARCH models to the 
stock price volatility firstly, and then introduces the ARCH models, lastly 
makes research on the price index of Chinese stock market at different stages. 
The third and the fourth chapters analyse the macroscopical and the 
microcosmic factors that affect the stock price volatility, respectively. And the 
last chapter puts forward some suggestions to the control of the stock price 
volatility. 
     There are three points of innovation in this paper. First, the ARCH 
models are used to make research in the stock market at different stages，the 
purpose is to know why the stock price fluctuates frequently. Second, the 
research results of the ARCH models are systematically analysed, and it is 
found that GARCH－M model fits for the stock price of Chinese stock market 
better. Lastly, the mechanism and the impact factors of the stock market 
volatility are systematically explained in this paper. 
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model can interpret the phenomena that appear in the stock price volatility. 
The other one is the formal execution of Chinese securities law would 
influence the stock price volatility, to some extent. 
     Conclusions can be made from the research result. First, the formal 
execution of Chinese securities law shows indistinctive impact to the stock 
price volatility, however, shows distinctive impact to its extent. Second, there 
exists prominent leverage effect in Chinese stock market. Last, the risk 
mechanism would influence Chinese stock price volatility. 
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第一章  股票价格波动的基本分析 





















                                                        

































    理论上而言，股市表现和一些实质经济变量存在的关系如下： 
























    2．资金量与股票市场的关系 





    （1）货币供应量与股市表现 








     可见，货币数量论和资产组合理论均认为，货币供应的变动会领先
于股票价格的变动，因此，在预测股票价格的波动时，投资者可借助货币
供应的变动进行估计。 
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